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Adaptability & Collaborative learning 



PURPOSE

 To improve students’ understanding of complex material

 To encourage collaborative learning in Math--enhancing interactions 

by sharing ideas and thoughts
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Objective



WHY DID THIS GOAL OCCUR TO ME?

 Students are not well-prepared for the class lectures

 Students don’t understand and retain the material well 

 The result is they either drop the class or settle for a low grade and are 

not well prepared for future Math classes

 Students do not interact very often to share ideas or thoughts about 

learning material with each other

MY REASONS
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WHAT I HAD STUDENTS DO

 Students were required to study the topic prior to the lecture either in a group or individually

 During the class, a randomly-chosen student presented his/her understanding of the topic (this 

may be an idea or the motivation behind the topic or any theorem or an example that they 

found interesting) to the class while students in the audience asked questions

 Occasional pre-lecture quizzes were given to assess their understanding of topics prior to the 

corresponding lectures and to check if they actually read the material thoroughly

 Students were required to respond to Blackboard discussion topics to enhance interactions, 

such as sharing ideas and thoughts to encourage collaborative learning in Math
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How my students and I achieved the goals 
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Students Mentoring Students
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BlackBoard Discussions
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Some Actual Blackboard Discussions
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Some Actual Blackboard Discussions



 Students found it very beneficial to pre-read/study

 They understood, enjoyed and retained the material better after the lecture  

 Students always looked forward to come to the class and to do their presentation

 They tremendously enjoyed and felt proud presenting their understanding of the material to the class 

 They built confidence in their math understanding by owning the material

 Students in the audience also learned from and enjoyed the presentation of their classmates

 Students in the audience were actively engaged by carefully watching the presentation and asking 

questions

 If a presenter got stuck or made a mistake or had a question, other students gave them feedback 

 Students enjoyed Blackboard discussions to share ideas

 For example, they liked discussing with other students about study strategies for the exam or other 

basic concepts of Math
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What Did Students think of this strategy  
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Some actual comments made by students

I  looked forward 

to attending 

class since they 

felt more 

prepared

I enjoyed 

collaborating 

with my 

classmates

I  built the confidence 

of “ I can do it” I liked reading the 

discussion board 

posts from my 

classmates

I should change my 

attitude towards 

Math , it actually is 

fun
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Some actual comments made by students

 I learned the importance 
of coming prepared to 

the class

I felt more 

confident 

doing my 

homework 

and taking 

exams



 Students understood, retained and enjoyed the material better when they pre-read 

the topic

 Students built a sense of community when they shared ideas and thoughts with their 

classmates via Blackboard discussions

 Students felt more confident and less nervous in completing their homework, quizzes 

and exams

 Students felt more prepared for their future classes

 Students had the confidence of owning material while pre-reading and presenting to 

the class

 In general, the grades were positively affected
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The correlation between this strategy and students' understanding of the material 



I compared the overall outcome of this class with a class from the past, I found out that in general 

students’ grades were positively affected, and I believe that students are better prepared for their 

future Math classes
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The assessment techniques I used to check the success of this strategy 



 A big Thank You to Prof. Joan Naake for her patience, help, support and guidance 

throughout this fellowship

 I enjoyed learning and sharing ideas with a wide variety of faculty from different 

disciplines and campuses and gained their insight on ways to optimize classroom 

learning

 I enjoyed reflecting on how to implement some of these techniques to improve 

students’ learning and understanding

 I enjoyed reading books related to teaching and pedagogy techniques and learning 

some new instructional technologies
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final thoughts on my SET experienceFinal thoughts of my SET experience


